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Summary

Parliamentary and municipal elections in 2014 will most probably be held in a state of intense
intellectual civil war that undermines even the foundations of the democratic republican form
of government. The democratic opposition, if they come to power, intend to carry out a
change in regime, era and the political system. In connection with this and joining this goal I
share with the public my belief that a change of system and era must arrive in our security
protection as well. In order to stabilise the Constitution and the future strategy of the Fourth
Hungarian Republic and for the efficient prevention and management of 21st century security
challenges, a new, innovative, flexible, economical, task oriented and future proof Security
System is required that breaks away from outdated views and practises.
The protective and interest enforcement role of prevention based (national) security activities
has a determining role in keeping up the nation’s vitality!
The fundamental goal of a new Security System is to optimise the state controlled security
services provided to the taxpayers of the Fourth Hungarian Republic together with the
protection of national values and enforcing national interests.
HUNGARIAN security is one and indivisible. Thus it must be organised, controlled and
operated with unified, integrated security policy goals, security conscious (system) vision,
proper domestic and international cooperation and society friendly communication in such a
way that requirements and subsidies are in proportion.
The new Security System can and should be created using a new security protection
planning method that’s based on a Security (Competence) Matrix system.
The new Security System can be most practically implemented, considering the interests of
society, within the framework of a unified, integrated Ministry of Defence.
The professional and non-professional specialists, who often do their jobs risking their lives,
are determining players of the Security System. Curbing their fundamental rights and their
additional responsibilities must be proportional to financial and ethical recognition by society
in order to make sure we can indeed and materially count on them.
The regulations and measures taken in the government period starting in 2010 - such as the
elimination of early retirement, the taxation of service remuneration, the withdrawal of their
rightful benefits, the abolition of their trade unions, their intimidation, the annulment act etc. –
must be immediately modified in a new government cycle.
Security professionals must be rehabilitated without delay and provided with such a career
model and compensation that realistically expresses the value, esteem and status for the
protection they provide for the rest of society.
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